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at the helm of Sangria by Jacques MONSAULT 

a fast, comfortable, and inexpensive cruiser 

 

 

WITH the Storm, the first experience of 

Jeanneau shipyards in the field of cruising 

yachts, did not end with the expected success. 

It must be recognized that despite its hull due 

to a renowned architect, the Storm did not 

consider the part that every boat buyer gives 

to his dreams. Betraying the “image” of the 

sailboat has led many builders to 

disappointments. 

With their new model, the Sangria, which, as 

its name suggests, comes out of Philippe 

Harlé's “cellar”, the Les Herbiers yard have, 

this time, respected this motivation and 

present us a very classic boat, according to 

the canons current of course. 

Reconciling speed and roominess no longer 

frightens modern naval architects, to whom 

new materials and new techniques have 

provided solutions for matching contradictory 

data. In the case of the Sangria, in order to 

respect the commercial policy of the 

Jeanneau shipyards, which generally offer the 

best value boats in their category, Philippe 

Harlé had to seek economy both at the design 

stage and at the execution stage.  

It must be admitted that at first contact this 

systematic research is not obvious and that 

we are more struck by the simplicity of the 

technical solutions than by their low cost. 
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VIEW OF SANGRIA BY THE FACTORY:  
 
We wanted to bring together all the elements of 
comfort and safety necessary for family cruising 
and this within a reasonable budget. 
We estimated that interior height, width of 
floors, berths of "domestic" dimensions,  
separate forward cabin, isolated amenities, well-
located and equipped fixed kitchen, numerous 
storage spaces are essential for a normal family 
or two couples to be able to stay there in a 
comfortable way, durable and pleasant. On 
deck, the requirements of safety and pleasure 
come together to order a large, well-protected 
cockpit and a clear deck without any “pitfalls” of 
fittings or rigging. 
 
Compared to its congeners, and having regard 
to its endowment, Sangria is at a very 
competitive price due to the techniques and 
industrial applications of the Jeanneau 
Company, which has experience in polyester and 
that in mass production. 
Large series - a requirement that has already 
been achieved for Sangria - also have the 
advantage during resale of retaining a branded 
commercial value maintained by an organized 
sales network. 
 
The other elements of the specifications 
concerned nautical qualities: safety, stability, 
manoeuvrability first of all, but also 
performance because we wanted a fast and 
regular boat in all paces and in all weather; we 
also wanted it to be able to build up an honest 
track record in the standard version and in the 
hands of our customers. 
To do this, we should not succumb to the 
temptation to support the reputation of the 
series with a few “factory boats” specially 
treated and systematically outclassing our 
customers' boats, as can be seen elsewhere. 
Difficult bet? For sure. The Sangria that we see 
aggressively competing for price against the 
brightest of their peers are absolutely identical 
to the standard version that anyone can acquire. 
 
In summary, we believe that Sangria balances 
the following requirements: safety, roominess, 
performance, and price. 
 

JEANNEAU 

  

DESIGN 

To facilitate moulding, a smooth hull profile 

was achieved with reverse slopes reduced to a 

minimum. In addition, contrary to the general 

trend, the hull and deck do not receive any 

interior reverse moulding, the rigidity being 

provided by the furniture and marine plywood 

bulkheads sealed to the hull. The interior trim 

is provided by plastic fabric or painted 

plywood linings. 

Naturally, Sangria started with light 
movements with an aggressive bow, a low 
wetted surface, a generous freeboard, a large 
beam placed at the level of the genoa 
clew. The hull appears very "round" and yet 
quite sophisticated.  

The rear has a noticeable bulge under the 
cockpit, probably intended to increase lift at 
this level. This volume is connected to the 
table by a concave casting. The ballast is made 
up of a profiled bulb long enough to allow 
grounding and supported by a fin with parallel 
edges inclined 30⁰ with respect to the 
vertical. The upper part of this fin fits into a 
recess moulded recess in the hull where it is 
fixed by bolts of the right size, with no return 
from the port panel. 

Depending on whether the boat is intended to 
be fitted with an outboard motor or a fixed 
motor, the rudder is different. In the first 
case, it is preceded by a fin on its entire 
leading edge. This moulded fin is connected 
quite close to the keel and, in addition to the 
significant drift plane it represents, its 
presence improves the performance of the 
rudder. The fixed motor version receives a 
compensated rudder fully suspended on its 
bit. 

The test boat made available to us by the yard 
was of the first type. You don't have to try the 
second to know that this system only has the 
advantage of its low-cost price. 
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Light and voluminous, the Sangria's hull seems to rest on 
the water; the fall in the chop is not always silent when 

the wave hits the cheek downwind. 

Both the deck and the hull are moulded with 
alternating roving fabrics and glass mats. Their 
assembly uses a proven technique of 
the "cookie box" type in which bolting 
completes the plastic seal made at the time of 
the junction. The aluminium strake that 
adorns this link recalls the manufacturer's 
powerboat experience. By placing this strake 
well below the normal intersection between 
the deck and the plating, the architect 
obtained a very successful reduction in the 
apparent freeboard. 

In the same vein, the inverted sheer of the 
bridge and its significant movement intended 
to increase liveability are cleverly masked by a 
strong toe clip which restores for a normal 
sheer. This option allows a completely 
unobstructed fore deck and a less imposing 
coach-roof compared to many boats of 
equivalent size and habitability. All in all, the 
construction of the Sangria seems quite 
serious, and we will all the less forgive the 
assembly of the large coach-roof windows 

fixed by a rubber profile which appears to be 
the only weak point of this hull. 

DECK AND FITTINGS 

We are always happy when we see that a 
production boat is equipped from the outset 
to navigate. 

For a professional, a circular look is enough to 
judge the layout and the quality of the deck 
equipment. Sangria stands up to this test very 
well. 

There is however some contradiction 
between the care with which each stanchion 
has been positioned and fixed at different 
angles and the absence of any chain conduit 
on the bow fitting, especially since the 
mooring box fitted out at the front has a 
spigot. Likewise, the standard boat is 
delivered with a stick and winch handle cases, 
but without aft fairleads. On the other hand, 
the cleats and winches are well sized and the 
return to the roof of the spinnaker halyard 
and the round outrigger topping lift is easier 
to manoeuvre. 

We also appreciated: the ring welded to the 
front balcony which allows the spinnaker 
halyard karabiner to be hooked to it when at 
rest ; position lights protected in anchor 
colitis ; the "swallows" replacing the jib 
blocks; the Goïot deck hatch, which would of 
course benefit from being fitted with non-slip 
strips; the ingenious system for blocking the 
trunk lids by one end and a cam cleat 
accessible only from the cabin, already seen 
on a boat of the same size.    

The “Tufnol” cleats for the jib and spinnaker 
sheets are curiously attached to the exterior 
vertical wall of the coamings. If the speed of 
the manoeuvre does not gain anything, the 
helmsman and crew benefit, on the other 
hand, in the breeze of the very comfortable 
surface left by this arrangement. 

The well-sheltered cockpit normally 
accommodates three people, the loins well 
propped up thanks to the profile of the 
coamings. Each of the two benches has a 
cover that provides access through a wide 
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opening with soft boxes capable of absorbing 
sails as well as a 10hp outboard motor. The 
surplus will find its place in the aft peak, 
which is itself voluminous. 

 

The Sangria's hull is low "round". Lee edged shine like 
mirrors. There is no risk of the bow mooring locker 

emptying becoming clogged with algae. 

The standing rigging offers all the usual 
adjustment possibilities: mainsail tensioning 
rail, double backstay allowing the forestay to 
be stiffened by pulling on the masthead, etc. 

The fairleads and cleats installed on the roof 
of the coach-roof can be used to bring the end 
of the boom vang and the mainsail tackle into 
the cockpit. The metal boom, like the mast, is 
equipped to take reefs and has a rear sheave 
for the passage of a clew adjustment 
cable. The main 'sails' jut out directly into the 
metal profile. The shrouds benefit from a 
Talurit double sleeving. 

 

With the propeller shaft option the skeg is 
removed. Notice the concavity of the hull. 

Handrails that function as a hood slide do not 
provide a good grip. The tightness of this large 
cab cover seems to depend solely on the 
adjustment of these slides. Given the absence 
of a hood cover, we allow ourselves to doubt 
the effectiveness of this system, with the sea. 

Despite these criticisms of detail, we must 
admit that it is not on the outside that the 
research of the economy feels on Sangria. 

ACCOMMODATION 

The impression of austerity as soon as you get 
into the cabin emerges from the rather hasty 
general finish. The absence of reverse 
moulding would not be shocking if the fabric 
covering the coach-roof and plating were 
impeccably laid. Memo, the plywood panel 
lining the cabin roof would have a better 
effect if its surface condition and outline did 
not reveal many imperfections. All this is all 
the more unfortunate that the layout plan 
very elegantly solves the problem of wanting 
to put four berths, a kitchen, a chart table, a 
toilet and a wardrobe in a hull of 5.80 meters 
at the top. flotation. 

The chart table unit slides on the port berth, 
retracting when at rest so as to leave the 
saloon completely free. When sailing, the 
berth can always be used, the chart table 
serving as a roll board. 

The galley located to starboard at the 
entrance is a model of its kind. The position of 
the stove, perhaps a bit far for a small cook, 
the moulded worktop emptying into a deep 
sink, the rack for plastic boxes make you want 
to cook at sea. The architect even planned a 
cupboard. under this set to store cookware. 

The crew of a boat of this size rarely 
exceeding five people, we can consider the 
square as sufficient. The wide berths (65 cm) 
are, on the other hand, quite short. The port 
berth, the feet of which open onto a large 
storage compartment for equipment or sails, 
will be allocated in priority to those who reach 
or exceed 1.80 meters.  
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The lockers conceal vast possibilities of 
arrangement, and thanks to the arrangement 
of the books and the accessories of 
navigation. The central aisle (0.66 m) has no 
trap doors, the hull being entirely concealed 
by a rectangular marine plywood floor 
covered with Nautolex, a wood style vinyl. 

The two berths in the saloon serve as a cover 
for large chests. The headroom, namely 1.80 
m under the companionway hood and 1.72 m 
forward of the coach-roof, makes life on 
board comfortable. The toilet compartment 
fitted between the saloon and the forward 
station is 62 cm wide; but the plastic fitted 
wardrobe delivered with the boat and which 
gets stuck behind the basin, risks being 
sprayed at the foot. Relative isolation is 
obtained by a door closing the saloon and by a 
curtain hiding the front post.  

 

 

Passing through the front cabin, how not to 
be struck by the impression of volume? This is 
due to the fact that apart from the storage 
under the berths, this cabin has no other 
lockers than two fabric pockets. The berths 

are generously sized. A cushion, delivered as 
standard, allows them to be brought together. 

Lighting is provided by a 12-volt battery. It 
includes a card reader. The BD 1 Couach 
engine, available as an option, fits fairly easily 
under the cockpit, although access to the 
cable gland can be criticized. The volume of 
the hull suggests that the presence of this 
engine will have little influence on 
performance, much less in any case than the 
modification of the rudder it entails. 

PERFORMANCE QUALITIES 

Like all Philippe Harlé's boats, the Sangria likes 
light winds. When on the water, it progressed 
without a wake and the coxswain could not 
complain about the flat-deck genoa which, if 
he blocked his view, picked up the smallest 
crumbs of the wind. 

The new gauge rules have relaxed the 
ostracism against mainsails and the Sangria, if 
it maintains a good-sized fore triangle, 
certainly owes them a bigger mainsail. One of 
the advantages that we derive from this is the 
ease of manoeuvring the boat, whether under 
genoa or under mainsail alone. The picked-up 
drift plane contributes to allowing spectacular 
evolutions, the boat turning practically in its 
length with a very low wander. 

In Cowes-Dinard, raced this year in a light 
breeze, the Sangria showed their capabilities 
by taking 2 ° and 3 ° places in class VI of the 
GCL. During the last spinnaker tack of the 
race, it was fun to see them level off with a 
Class I RORC who certainly couldn't believe his 
eyes. Of course, to take full advantage of its 
resources, light and very hollow sails will be 
necessary. Those supplied in series by the 
Tasker sailboat seemed to us very well suited. 

Evolving very easily, it is however not devoid 
of road stability and does not require 
permanent attention from the helmsman. 
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